We report the discovery of 28 candidate high-velocity stars (HVSs) at heliocentric distances of less than 3 kpc, based on the Large Sky Area Multi-Object Fiber Spectroscopic Telescope (LAMOST) Data Release 1. Our sample of HVS candidates covers a much broader color range than the equivalent ranges discussed in previous studies and comprises the first and largest sample of HVSs in the immediate solar neighborhood, at heliocentric distances less than 1-3 kpc. The observed as well as the derived parameters for all candidates are sufficiently accurate to allow us to ascertain their nature as genuine HVSs, of which a subset of 12 objects represents the most promising candidates. Our results also highlight the great potential of discovering statistically large numbers of HVSs of different spectral types in LAMOST survey data. This will ultimately enable us to achieve a better understanding of the nature of Galactic HVSs and their ejection mechanisms, and to constrain the structure of the Galaxy.
Introduction
Hypervelocity stars (HVSs) move sufficiently fast so that they can escape from the Galaxy's gravitational pull. They may have attained their high velocities through three-body interactions, for instance among binary systems in star clusters (e.g., Leonard 1991; Moyano Loyola & Hurley 2013, and references therein) or with the supermassive black hole in the Galactic Center (GC; e.g., Hills 1988; Yu & Tremaine 2003; Brown et al. 2005) . While this latter formation mechanism is thought to be very promising, other HVS ejection scenarios are possible, such as those involv- (Yu & Tremaine 2003) or the disruption of stellar binaries in the Galactic disk (Wang & Han 2009; Napiwotzki & Silva 2012) .
Until recently, most confirmed and potential HVSs had been identified as early-type stars located at Galactocentric distances greater than 20 kpc. At present, dozens of confirmed HVSs are known in the Milky Way (Brown et al. 2005 (Brown et al. , 2009 (Brown et al. , 2012 ; see also Tillich et al. 2009 Tillich et al. , 2010 , most of which are massive B-type stars. To distinguish among HVS ejection mechanisms and place firm constraints on the origin of their parent population, construction of larger HVS candidate samples spanning a much wider range of spectral types is imperative. Based on Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) data, Kollmeier et al. (2009 Kollmeier et al. ( , 2010 attempted to find metal-rich, old-population HVS stars (mainly F/G stellar types) that had been ejected from the GC. However, their non-detection of such old-population ejectees only places a limit on the rate of ejection, which suggests that the stellar mass function in the GC may be top-instead of bottomheavy, or alternatively that the supermassive black hole ejection mechanism often involed for the ejection of lower-mass stars is less effective than expected.
Recently, Li et al. (2012) reported the discovery of 13 F-type HVSs, located at distances ranging from 3 kpc to 10 kpc. Palladino et al. (2014) identified 20 high-velocity G-and K-dwarf candidates, discovered in the Sloan Extension for Galactic Understanding and Exploration (SEGUE) sample, most of which are located far beyond the solar neighborhood (at distances of 3-6 kpc). The first HVS discovered in the Large Sky Area Multi-Object Fiber Spectroscopic Telescope (LAMOST) survey, a B-type star characterized by a galactrocentric radial velocity component of approximately 477 km s −1 and a heliocentric distance of ∼13 kpc, was recently reported by Zheng et al. (2014) .
Here we report the discovery of 28 solar-neighborhood HVS candidates based on the LAMOST Data Release 1 (DR1). All candidates have velocities, with respect to the Galactic rest frame, in excess of 300 km s −1 ; 12 objects move faster than 400 km s −1 . Our HVS candidate sample covers a much more extended color range than addressed in previous studies, while most targets are located at heliocentric distances within 3 kpc (some even within 1 kpc). Our sample comprises the first large HVS sample in the immediate solar neighborhood. As a consequence, it is of great importance for investigating the various HVS ejection mechanisms, which may be more complex than previously thought (e.g., Palladino et al. 2014 ).
This Letter is organized as follows. In Section 2, a brief description of the LAMOST survey data and our candidate selection is presented. We discuss distance estimates to our HVS candidates and derive their kinematic properties in Section 3. The key results are presented in Section 4.
LAMOST Survey Data and HVS Candidate Selection

LAMOST DR1 Data
LAMOST-the "Guoshoujing telescope"-is a Schmidt telescope with an effective aperture of 4 m. It is equipped with 4000 fibers that can be deployed across a 5
• (diameter) field of view, with a spectral resolution of R ≃ 1800 over the wavelength range from 3800 Å to 9100 Å Zhao et al. 2012) .
DR1, based on a year of pilot operations and the first season of official survey science, contains 1.7×10 6 spectra suitable for accurate radial-velocity (RV) measurements. Most of these spectra represent observations obtained as part of the LAMOST Experiment for Galactic Understanding and Exploration (LEGUE) survey ) aimed at unveiling the structure of the Milky Way. A subset of some 1.3 million spectra, mostly of bright (r < 17 mag) stars spanning a broad color range, are characterized by signal-to-noise ratios (S/N) greater than 5 in the SDSS g, r, and i filters. The sample selection criteria (cf. Carlin et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2012; Yang et al. 2012; Zhang et al. 2012 ) favor inclusion of nearby main-sequence stars, simply because of their preponderance along any line of sight.
HVS Candidate Selection
By 2013 March 20, regular LAMOST survey operations had observed and processed around one million stellar spectra. The standard reduction pipeline ) converts two-dimensional into onedimensional (1D) spectra, applies flat-field corrections, combines the blue and red spectral ranges, and takes care of wavelength calibration and sky subtraction. The pipeline also provides stellar RVs based on cross correlation with the ELODIE library (Prugniel et al. 2007) . Although the process of stellar parameter determination, including of the appropriate stellar surface gravities (log g), effective temperatures (T eff ), and metallicities ([Fe/H]), is still being refined, stellar RVs based on "good-quality spectra" (S/N > 5) are highly accurate (cf. Luo et al. 2012 , where the quotes refer to verbatim text from that reference), with uncertainties of order 13 km s −1 .
For a systematic investigation of HVS candidates, we first selected the 14,650 stars in the LAMOST DR1 with absolute RV values greater than 200 km s −1 . Next, to derive three-dimensional (space) velocities, we identified the 6148 targets for which we had both proper motions-from the Fourth U.S. Naval Observatory CCD Astrograph Catalog (UCAC4)-and SDSS DR9 photometry (r < 18.5 mag) available, with sufficient S/N in both the g and i bands (S/N ≥ 6 and S/N ≥ 20, respectively). This resulted in an astrometric catalog containing 2600 candidates.
To derive photometric distances, we need reliable estimates of the stellar metallicities. Starting from our 2600 candidate HVSs, we further excluded stars for which either their LAMOST-based [Fe/H] values are not available or their SDSS colors fall outside either the [0.2 < (g − r) < 0.6, 0.8 , where sufficiently accurate photometric metallicities can be derived. We subsequently selected the remaining 1800 candidates to calculate the preliminary stellar distances and space velocities in the Galactic rest frame (V gt ). Upon imposing an additional selection criterion of V gt > 300 km s −1 , only approximately 200 candidates were left. We visually inspected this final subsample and calculated the equivalent widths of the Mgb (5180 Å), Hβ (4863 Å), and TiO lines (6150 Å) for each LAMOST spectrum. We next verified the stellar RVs in our sample catalog and excluded those spectra that were characterized by low S/N. The RVs resulting from such observations were insufficiently reliable because they lacked a sufficient number (≥ 3) of spectral lines for calibration. We also excluded those spectra that more likely represented the characteristics of red giant stars according to the classification criteria derived by Liu et al. (2014) . We finally obtained a HVS candidate sample containing 28 objects: see Table 1.
HVS Candidate Verification
RV Verification
To verify the LAMOST RV results, we used the IRAF/rv.rvidlines package. Figure 1 shows four typical spectra representative of our sample objects.
For early-type stars (top and second panels), we predominantly used the Balmer lines-Hα (6563 Å), Hβ, Hγ (4341 Å), and Hδ (4102 Å)-to compute the average wavelength shift and obtain the best-fitting RV; for late-type stars (third and bottom panels), we used other appropriate lines for calibration, including the calcium Ca ii) H and K lines at, respectively, 3933 Å and 3968 Å and the near-infrared (near-IR) (Ca ii triplet at 8498 Å, 8542 Å, and 8662 Å. The mean RV errors for all spectra were less than 10 km s −1 .
Among our data set of 28 promising HVSs, five also have SDSS RV measurements. For the latter stars, we found reasonable consistency in the RV results. The residual standard deviation (σ) was 16.8 km s −1 when comparing our RV results with the SDSS DR9 values, and σ = 29.7 km s −1 when comparing the LAM-OST 1D pipeline results with the SDSS data. This also implies that our IRAF reduction is more reliable than the LAMOST 1D pipeline results. Below (e.g., in Section 4), we compare the properties of our candidate HVSs in the context of literature-based determinations, where available, in more detail.
Note that a well-known, hyper-runaway B-type star (HIP 60350; see also Maitzen et al. 1998; Tenjes et al. 2001; Irrgang et al. 2010) , is also included in our initial sample catalog (LAMOST designation: J122229.60+404935.5; see the top panel of Figure 1 ). This star's RV is 248±13 km s −1 based on the LAMOST 1D pipeline and 257±8 km s −1 as derived from our IRAF results. This is in agreement with Irrgang et al. (2010) , who found a barycentric RV of v rad = 262 ± 5 km s −1 , based on a high-resolution optical echelle spectrum.
Distance Derivation
To obtain the six-dimensional (6D) phase-space coordinates of the HVS candidates, we first adopted the photometric parallax relations of Ivezić et al. (2008) to calculate the candidates' absolute r-band magnitudes, M r . For objects with 0.2 < (g − i) < 4.0 mag, we used
where ∆M r and M 0 are given by, respectively, Eqs (A2) and (A7) of Ivezić et al. (2008) . Where available, we used the [Fe/H] values derived by the LAM-OST pipeline. For objects without LAMOST metallicity determinations, photometric metallicities were adopted based on Eq. (4) of Ivezić et al. (2008) , for 0.2 < (g − r) < 0.6 mag and 0.8 < (u − g) < 1.3 mag. For stars that did not meet either of these color criteria, but which had (r − i) colors in the range 0.1 < (r − i) < 1.6 mag, a "bright" photometric parallax relation based on Eq. (2) of Jurić et al. (2008) was used.
To derive the appropriate extinction corrections, we used the Rayleigh-Jeans color-excess method (Majewski et al. 2011) , which estimates reddening values on a star-by-star basis using a combination of near-and mid-IR data from the Two Micron AllSky Survey's (2MASS) Point Source Catalog and the WISE catalog. Specifically, we used data in the H and WISE W2 (4.6 µm) bands:
We adopted (H−4.6 µm) 0 = 0.05 mag (Zasowski et al. 2013 ) and E(J − K s ) = 1.5A K s (Indebetouw et al. 2005) .
To avoid reddening overcorrections of halo targets, we used the (Schlegel et al. 1998 , hereinafter SFD) reddening maps as upper limit to the reddening toward stars in fields at Galactic latitudes |b| ≥ 16
• (cf. Zasowski et al. 2013) , adopting
as long as the E(J − K s ) value calculated based on the 2MASS and WISE data was greater than 1.2× the SFD-derived value (Zasowski et al. 2013) . The visual extinction A V can then be obtained from A K s /A V = 0.118 (Cardelli et al. 1989 ). For negative A K s values, we adopted the reddening values from the integrated SFD maps. We derived the r-band extinction, A r , using A r /A V = R r /R V = 0.8, where R r = 2.31 is given by Yuan et al. (2013) and R V = 3.1 (Fitzpatrick 1999) . The distances thus derived from the de-reddened rband distance modulus, combined with the positions of our 28 HVS candidates in 6D phase-space, are sufficiently accurate and reliable to support our identification of these objects as genuine HVSs. We illustrated this in Section 3.1, where we discussed the properties of the highest-velocity star in our sample in the context of our full database of observed and derived parameters. In Section 4 we provide a number of examples of candidate stars whose spectra exhibit features as expected from their designations in the literature.
Spatial Velocity Calculations
We converted the RV, distance, and proper motions of each HVS candidate to V x , V y , and V z in the (Cartesian) Galactic coordinate system centered on the GC, where the x axis points to the direction opposite to that of the Sun, the y axis is aligned with the direction of Galactic rotation, and the z axis points toward the North Galactic Pole. The Sun is located at x = −7.8 kpc (McMillan & Binney 2010) . The velocity of the local standard of rest (LSR) is set at 220 km s −1 , and the motion of the Sun with respect to the LSR is (U 0 , V 0 , W 0 ) = (11.1, 12.24, 7.25) km s −1 (Schönrich & Binney 2009 ). We used the Markov Chain Monte Carlo technique to extract the U, V, and W components of all candidates from the normally distributed parameter space of RV, distance, and proper motions. We estimated the typical uncertainty associated with the RVs based on LAMOST spectra at 13 km s −1 . The resulting photometric distance accuracy is then approximately 10%, assuming r.m.s. values of the absolute M r magnitudes of approximately 0.05 mag ) and photometric r-band magnitude uncertainties of ∼ 0.02 mag (York et al. 2000) . The kinematic parameters pertaining to our 28 HVS candidates thus derived are included in Table 2 .
Conclusions
In this Letter, we have reported the discovery of a sample of 28 HVSs selected from the LAMOST DR1, (δ) and µ δ were taken from the UCAC4; u, g, r, i, and z are from SDSS photometry; J, H, and Ks are taken from the Two Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS) catalog; W2 is from the WISE catalog; V a r was obtained from the LAMOST 1D pipeline,while V b r is based on our IRAF reduction; SpTy is the spectral type from the LAMOST 1D pipeline. (x, y, z, Vx , Vy , Vz ) are the 6D Galactic phase-space coordinates; V gt is the total (space) velocity in the Galactic rest frame. of which 12 objects are the most likely HVS candidates. Our sample of HVS candidates covers a much broader color range than the equivalent ranges discussed in previous studies and comprises the first and largest sample of HVSs in the solar neighborhood.
We have access to sufficiently accurate observed and derived parameters for all 28 HVS candidates to ascertain their nature as genuine HVSs. To further verify the reliability of the sample of 28 HVSs, we matched our candidates with other catalogs. We first checked their proper motions based on the PPMXL catalog (Roeser et al. 2010 ) and did not find any significant differences between the PPMXL and UCAC4 catalogs for these 28 HVSs. Two candidates in the New Luyten Two Tenths (NLTT) catalog (Luyten 1979a,b) , LMST HVS3 and LMST HVS6, have proper motions of [µ α cos(δ), µ δ ] = (−154.2, −359.1) mas yr −1 and (−197.2, −384.9) mas yr −1 , respectively (Salim & Gould 2003) . LMST HVS3 is identified as a K-type star in the NLTT catalog, where it is catalogued as object 309-34; careful analysis of our LAM-OST spectra also classifies it as a K-dwarf star. (The nearest NLTT star, is located at a projected distance of approximately 12 ′ , so that there can be no confusion as to our candidate HVS's nature on this basis.) We have double checked the spectral features of all 28 HVS candidates, none of which exhibit characteristics of white dwarfs or binary systems. LMST HVS1 is also listed as a high proper-motion star [µ α cos(δ) = −20.8 mas yr −1 , µ δ = −54.8 mas yr −1 ] in the catalog of stars with high proper motions (Ivanov 2008) . For all three stars, the similarity of the proper motions indicates the reliability of our kinematic data.
Since the uncertainty in distance is the major contributor to the uncertainties in the derived total (space) velocities, we use additional available photometric distances from Pickles & Depagne (2010) and Gontcharov et al. (2011) to recalculate the total velocities of our sample of 28 HVSs. Based on these literature-based distances, the derived total velocities and (U, V, W) components in the Galactic rest frame are listed in Table 3 , while the proper motions and RVs used are included in Table 1 . The space velocities of the 28 candidates included in Table 3 suggest that the candidates we discovered are highly probable HVSs because of their intrinsically large proper motions and RVs.
The results reported here also highlight the great potential of discovering statistically large numbers of HVSs of different spectral types in LAMOST survey data. We will continue to perform further systematic HVS searches based on the LAMOST data; the resulting stellar samples will eventually enable us to better understand the nature of the HVSs themselves and ultimately constrain the structure of the Galaxy. 
